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Imagine you are a trader….



Imagine you are an auditor….







Behavioural scientists study how 
people actually behave. 



Core Principles of Behavioural Science

✓People are rational.

✓Thinking Fast and Slow is 
reasonable.

✓People’s decision-making 
is predictable and 
measurable.



We should design programs 
and policies according to 

how people actually behave.





EAST: Make it...

Easy

Attractive

Social 

Timely



Easy

✓ Even small hurdles will 

change who completes a 

task.

✓ What is easy for you may 

not be easy for the 

people you serve.



Easy in Action

The Challenge: 

Many students who are eligible for 
financial aid do not go to college 

because of costs. 



Easy in Action

H&R Block FAFSA Experiment 

(Bettinger et al. 2009) 

Making the 
application process 
easier increased 
college attendance 
from 28% to 36%.



Easy in Action

The Challenge: 

Not all eligible tax payers take 
advantage of the earned-income 

tax credit (EITC).



Easy in Action

Simplifying the 
mailing and 
checklist 
increased take-
up from 14% to 
23%.

(Bhargava and Manoli, 2015) 



Attractive

✓ Think about how to 

attract people’s attention.

✓ Think about what 

motivates people to take 

action.



Attractive in Action

The Challenge: 

Low income adults don’t go to the 
doctor as much as they should.



Simple Ego

Hi it’s Chris from the Health 
Dept! Txt YES to be 
contacted to set up a FREE 
doctor’s appt. Txt STOP to 
unsubscribe

Hi it’s Chris from the 
Health Dept! You have 
been selected for a FREE 
doctor’s appt. Txt YES to 
set it up. Txt STOP to 
unsubscribe

Hi it’s Chris from the Health 
Dept! Take care of yourself 
so you can care for the ones 
you love. Txt YES to set up a 
FREE doctor’s appt. Txt STOP 
to unsubscribe

Pro-Social 
Motivation

Health Dept Health Dept Health Dept



Simple Ego Pro-Social

1.4%

1.0%

.69%

Positive responses in the first week



Simple Ego Pro-Social

1.4%

1.0%

.69%

Ego message is 40% more effective 
than simple message



Simple Ego Pro-Social

1.4%

1.0%

.69%

Pro-social message backfires



Attractive in Action

The Challenge: 

Police forces often don’t look like 
the communities they serve. 



Attractive in Action



Challenge/Career postcards were 3x 
more effective

+

*

*

0.2%
0.3%

0.4%

0.6% 0.6%

Control Service Impact Challenge Career

*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05



Challenge/Career postcards were 4x more 
effective for people of color

* *

0.2%

0.6%
0.5%

0.9% 0.9%

Control Service Impact Challenge Career
*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05



Social

✓ We take cues about what 

is “normal” from our 

peers.

✓ We respond to how 

others see us. 



Social in Action

The Challenge: Doctors over-
prescribe antibiotics to patients.



(Hallsworth et al. 2016)

The great majority 
(80%) of practices in 

Birmingham prescribe 
fewer antibiotics per 

head than yours.



Letters reduced antibiotic prescriptions by 0.8%.
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Hallsworth, M., Chadborn, T., Sallis, A., Sanders, M., Berry, D., Greaves, F., ... & Davies, S. C. (2016). Provision of social norm feedback to high 
prescribers of antibiotics in general practice: a pragmatic national randomised controlled trial. The Lancet.



Social in Action

The Challenge: Students who miss 
too many days of school fall behind.



Social in Action

Sending reminders 
to parents about 
their children’s 
absences 
decreased 
absenteeism in 1.1 
days

(Rogers and Feller, 2016) 



Timely

✓ People are more ready to 

make a change at specific 

times.

✓ Adjust your nudge to 

match when people can 

take action.



Timely in Action

The Challenge: 

People aren’t adequately saving for 
retirement.



Timely in Action

The Save More Tomorrow 
(SMarT) program increased 
program participants’ saving 
rates from 3.5 %to 13.6 %.

(Thaler and Benartzi, 2004)



Some Final Thoughts…



Your staff already know what 
changes to make. If they don’t, 

your clients will.



Behavioral science can transform 
public administration, not just 

the public.



Experiments can be cheap and 
you can run them.



Thank you!

Contact me

@ElizabethLinos
elinos@berkeley.edu


